Jurerê Internacional® - An open resort that
breathes life quality
Jurerê Internacional has an inovative concept of open
resort with many leasure structures and entertainment for
locals and visitors: hotels, bars, restaurants, nightclubs, spa,
beach clubs, trecking sites, lakes, parks and even Jurerê Sports
Center and Jurerê Open Shopping that count on an event
schedule for the whole year.
The beach offers programs for all ages: shopping,
gastronomy, services as well as a permanent event schedule
with parties, cultural events, music festivals and sports.
The beauty of Jurerê Internacional is not only on its
landscapes but in the care we have for nature. It is considered
to be one of the most conserved beaches in south Brazil and
has 100% of waters proper for swimming all year.
Besides being protected by three conservation unities Carijós, Anhatomirim and Arvoredo reserve - it is managed
with respect that have, among other projects, its own system
of water treatment and disposal.

Jurerê Beach Village
Jurerê Beach Village is an international standard hotel
with excelence services and complete structure for leasure
and gastronomy. One of its main differentials - that conqueer
guests - is the fact that it is located right on the shore in Jurerê
Internacional beach. A typical "foot on the sand" hotel. And
even better: it is located on a more quiet part of the beach.
It has two pools, fitness center, steem rooms, game
rooms, two bars, and two restaurants as well as a convention
center.
Another advantage of the place is that apartments count
on a complete structure including mini-bar and mini-kitchen
with microwave and basic supplies. Perfect for families with
kids and babies.
All unities offer an environment with ar-conditioning,
cabo TV and free wireless internet. The balcony is complete
with lateral or front view of the ocean or the pretty
neighborhood that is know for trees and flowers. Jurerê Beach
Village counts on a recreational system in and out of the
premisses. Highlighting the trapeze classes and diving classes.

IL Campanario Villaggio Resort
IL Campanario Villaggio Resort is one of the most
conceptual resorts in Brazil. It is known for many awards such
as Excelence Certificate from TripAdvisor 2012, 2013 and
2016. It also has the title of third best resort in Brazil elected
in the 2013 Zarpo Prize
The decoration os cozy and the archtechture reminds of
the Italian Riviera. There's an excelent structure with three
pools - one is heated, indoor with 25meter lap; another
heated pool outdoor - three steem rooms, gym rooms, spa,
game rooms, gourmet space, concierge services Chef D'Or,
business center, etc. The rooms are cozy and decorated with a
provensal feeling.
Gastronomy is an amazing trip through smells and
flavours of the world. The menus are a very criterious choice
os the best in international cousine. Authentic and exclusive.
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